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Chapter 171 Take the Initiative to Apologize 

Edith shuddered and raised her head. Billy’s deep gaze was as cold as ice. 

She smiled grimly. “What are you talking about? Mr. Hilton?” 

“You knew what I mean. If anything happens to Kathy, I’ll not let you off easy,” Billy said with a somber 

tone of voice. 

Edith snorted. “I didn’t know Mr. Hilton is fond of that kind of woman.” 

Billy was expressionless. He knew Joseph would save her out after he entered, and he turned, preparing 

to leave. 

“What’s so good about Kathy? How could I be worse than her?” Edith muttered. She started out to the 

balcony subconsciously having realized Joseph was coming out. 

Kathy was carried in Joseph’s arms. She lowered her head and pulled his sleeve noticing she was being 

brought out of this dark place. “Are you sure you want to take me out? The banquet outside is not yet 

over.” 

Joseph did not reply. The emergency door was opened humbly by the manager and his courteous voice 

was heard. “I’m sorry, Mr. Joseph. I don’t know who has locked the door and I’ll check the surveillance 

footage this instant.” 

Joseph gave a cold reply and he was about to emerge out of the corridor to the outside where a lavish 

banquet was organized. Quite many people had noticed the commotion and Kathy became the centre of 

attention at once. 

She pushed Joseph gently and said, “My legs are not numb anymore. Put me down, I can walk by 

myself.” 

Joseph wrinkled his eyebrows and cruelty flashed across his eyes. 

“Joseph! Let go of me! I don’t want you carry me!” Kathy lowered her voice and she refused to let 

Joseph touch her at all upon thinking of the scene which he was together with Edith. 

she was still bold enough to give him a bite on the shoulder. Joseph could not help but 

bother you now, as I shouldn’t 

She was so furious that she looked for her 

I’ve punished that 

not 

from the balcony yelled. 

“Looks like there’s gonna be a good 

at Alexia and lowered her voice. “It’s 



course. That bitch dared to lock you up, therefore I certainly have to teach her some lessons,” Alexia 

said with an 

had thought of everyone yet she did not 

That woman is pretty yet I never expect her to have such an evil heart. If Joseph has not found you, I 

don’t know when you would 

cared for her. Her glance fell near the pool and noticed Joseph had rushed towards it. He even 

to the pool subconsciously and her eyebrows wrinkled. His movement was very rapid, it seemed like he 

was very 

was calm without any ripple. She stood beside it and her face 

changed too and she asked, “Kate, could it be that something has gone wrong?” She only pushed her 

slightly due to her dislike of her just now, could it be that she actually 

spotted Edith after several minutes and she did not struggle in the water but letting herself sank instead. 

Joseph brought her up rapidly and she was still closing her eyes all the time. Her face was cadaverous 

and she contorted her face while holding 

she knew how to give first-aid. She diverted her eyes abruptly and coldly upon meeting Joseph’s eyes 

while Joseph was standing at the 

couple of minutes. She 

now.” Kathy heaved a sigh of 

woman before her 

Chapter 172 The Important Thing Was That I Married Him 

"Mr. Joseph’s confession is not enough." Kathy curled her lips suddenly. 

Seeing him standing next to Edith made Kathy feel so annoyed. 

In addition, Edith trapped her on purpose, which was obvious for avoiding Joseph to meet her. 

"Huh? I'm willing to take any kind of punishment from Mrs. Joseph." Joseph's voice became more 

seductive. 

Kathy's cheeks were slightly blushed. Why would Joseph seem to be teasing her even when he admitted 

a mistake? 

"I haven't thought of it yet, but you are not allowed to bring any other women to parties in the future!" 

Kathy said seriously. 

She never thought that when she rejected Joseph, he would take Edith here instead. 

She just realized that she couldn't accept it at all. 

Especially when Edith had special feelings towards Joseph. 



"Then Mrs. Joseph need to promise me that you will accompany me wherever I go in the future, yes?" 

Joseph held her slender waist while talking. Their faces were very close. 

The way to the open-air dining area had been blocked somehow, so no one could come over. 

But through the French-windows, many guests looked here with envy and jealousy in their eyes. 

After all, Kathy looked ordinary today, but somehow drew people’s attention easily. 

As for Joseph, he was popular anyway wherever he went. He was always the center of attention. 

Kathy frowned, Joseph's request seemed a bit too much. 

She was not like him that could go wherever he wanted. 

"But..." Just as Kathy was about to speak, Joseph stopped her with a finger touching her thin lips. 

"There is no ‘but’. Mrs. Joseph doesn't like seeing other people being by my side, so you have no choice 

but doing it yourself. "Joseph said bossily. 

"I didn’t say that I don't like it." Kathy replied unhonestly. 

price if you lie 

Joseph’s eyes becoming 

do you 

to her now. What she had to 

talking, he held her head and kissed her deeply, giving her 

blinked and raised her eyes. Then she realized that there were so 

instead, she was held in his arms tightly. She felt 

the past few years. The Joseph's Group was nobody a few years ago. But in these years the Joseph's 

Group became one of the best already in the area, especially after Joseph taking office. He switched his 

role from a neurologist to the president of the Joseph's Group, which surprised everyone but no one 

dared to 

was sufficiently influential no matter what 

to sit. From a distance, Joseph looked so handsome and attractive on 

one could be as charming as him. 

a strong feeling of admire in 

changed her dress came down from upstairs. 

said with a 

her in the stairwell, but Alexia pushed Edith into the 



Kathy didn't want to get close to Edith 

just now. I am very grateful." Edith maintained a decent smile 

Edith, you 

me to be his partner tonight. I was also surprised. Did you two have a problem?" 

knew that my absence would trouble Miss Kathy, I would come over no matter how busy I was." Kathy 

answered with alienation. 

she 

"I am working at the Joseph's Group now. 

But he said you are like his 

Younger sister? 

believe that was how Joseph thought of 

child. Joseph has always taken good care of me. The relationship between us may not 

always called her "Miss Kathy", which obviously means 

and Joseph was not simple as Kathy thought. What an evil girl. 

understand. Now Joseph is my husband. That’s it. 

almost lost her 

you are not good enough for him." 

this important? The important thing is 

the stage, Kathy turned her head back. She really didn't want 

Chapter 173 There Was No ‘Like’ In My World 

"It’s just temporary for him liking her, right?" Edith urgently needed an answer to comfort herself. 

Edith was always sweet and pretty in the public. But once she faced something related to Joseph, 

especially when there was nobody watching her, she couldn't help losing control. 

"I hope so." Lincoln frowned. He had known Joseph for many years, but he still couldn't understand him. 

In the car, there was a faint smell of red wine spreading everywhere. 

Kathy generally couldn’t drink much. Although she only drank a little wine, she still felt a little dizzy. 

Joseph stretched his hand over to put her head on his shoulder. 

Kathy was stunned for a few seconds, and then quickly pushed him away. 

Joseph frowned and raised her small face, "What did Edith tell you? Huh?" 



"Nothing." Kathy closed her eyes. 

"Kathy, if you don't tell me, I will kiss you until you say it." Then Joseph's face got closer and closer. 

Kathy didn't even doubt that if he was lying. She immediately opened her eyes and pressed her hand 

against his chest. 

She stared at Joseph, "Miss Edith said that she has lived with you since she was a child." 

Joseph couldn't help smiling. He knew that this was definitely not what Edith said. 

But it should be the similar meaning. 

"Edith lived in Joseph family since she was ten years old. We have indeed lived together in the same 

house for many years." Joseph explained patiently. 

Kathy asked, "Did your family adopt her?" 

Joseph nodded, "When I saw Edith for the first time, her parents passed away already and her uncle 

became her guardian. But that man wanted to do something nasty to Edith for many times." 

Kathy couldn't help frowning. It was really heartbreaking to hear that a girl had to experience such a 

thing at such a young age. 

"You have been taking good care of her, right?" Kathy asked. 

When she asked, deep in her heart, she didn’t care that much anymore even if he admitted it. 

if trying to see through what answer she wanted 

a granddaughter. But there was never a girl before her. 

Grandpa match you two up?" Kathy asked. 

sure if others from Joseph family understood Edith’s 

She has always been in contact with the Wesley family. And I don't 

surprised Kathy hearing Joseph 

no need to guess, she knew that Joseph 

you like?" 

were filled with coldness, “There was no ‘like’ in 

still repeated what he 

disappointed deep 

help but wondering if Joseph had suffered any emotional 

I'm normal." 

Kathy pushed 



didn’t do much makeup. But she was the special one in the whole party, looking so clean like a lotus. 

her deeply and closely. And finally he couldn’t control himself anymore. He went down and kissed her 

over and over again, until she 

to her sense. She blinked her eyes, seeing Joseph kissing her gently and deeply. As if he wanted to 

remember her kiss deep to 

didn't want 

eyes and 

Joseph reached his hands under her shirt, which made her trembling. The seat was quite large in such 

would do that. There was 

getting off the car. And the entire space in the back seat was completely isolated, which provided 

he would be out of control in 

were also very strong and powerful. Kathy was completely imprisoned by him. And 

No... 

"Joseph, not here..." 

Joseph." Joseph sat up. And when they got out of the car, he held her like holding a princess, which 

made her feel 

was afraid that she would meet 

that someone was actually waiting for the elevator. 

his hands in his 

with Mrs. Joseph?" There was a concerned expression on 

Joseph’s arms, without answering at 

Joseph answered with a 

familiar with President Joseph, but I'm more familiar with Mrs. 

help but raised her head and looked at him 

didn't know 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 174 Work with Me 

Kathy dared not to say what she was thinking about; it was impossible for her to say out! 

She closed her eyes and would not like to look at Joseph. 

“Joseph, it is my fault. Please go to work.” she was afraid to suffer a lot tonight. 



Joseph got on her and bit her earlobe so that Kathy could not leave him, “It’s too late. You made 

trouble…” 

Looking at the girl sleeping in his arms, Joseph kissed the middle between her eyebrows and turned 

around to the study. 

He dialed John’s number and asked, “Anything updated?” 

“Joseph, it was Miss. Edith Wesley who let the waiters lock the two exits of the hotel.” 

Joseph had a grim look and went on asking, “What did Conor say?” 

John answered, “Three days later, Miss. Edith Wesley will go to Country B alone. Now Conor is going 

back.” 

“Ok.” 

In the next morning, Kathy would have a business trip and rushed to pack her luggage after getting up. 

Joseph came out of the bathroom and was annoyed at what she was doing. 

He asked in an extreme low voice, “Where are you going?” 

Kathy said, “I will travel on business, probably one week.” she was in a little unease when looking at 

Joseph to know how unhappy he was. 

She seemed to forget to tell him before. 

Joseph walked closely to her without putting on a shirt; his strong chest muscle was too fascinating. He 

said, “You are not well-behaved.” 

Kathy kept watching his chest muscle, then got kind of blush. 

She said, “I was just informed yesterday. Are you angry with me to tell you so late?” 

“Hum!” 

angry for 

was always the last person who knew something 

middle between eyebrows and tried 

you to work with me?” it sounded that he ordered her 

NCHV Medical Company. She could not imagine how she would be if working with 

did not resist this arrangement too much, but it was still different from that before they developed 

medicine together 

him, “Now 

squinted and smiled mysteriously. 

he got up one hour earlier, doing exercises and preparing breakfast, which he settled down into a 

routine. So, after Kathy getting up, she would right 



of life she deeply 

some of depressed with that she would not see Joseph in the 

the good-looking 

at her to ask, “You are going to 

say, “I am going to the train station. It takes 

Kathy to the 

saw Joseph coming to the waiting area inside the station with Kathy and was a 

and stopped Joseph, “Thank you so much for dropping 

seriously. He disliked she talked 

felt embarrassed to have a tongue out. With glance at the passers-by and holding Joseph 

Joseph happy so he pressed Kathy’s head hard 

he stopped at the moment of broadcast 

shy about this and said, “You are 

the man kissed her until she was out of breath. 

kiss her again, 

him, “I 

go; she was reluctant to turn around and 

to the train; Kathy lowered her head with a 

she told herself to be calm, 

love him? You said you will not love 

was kind of blush and said, “You knew it last night. 

heard Joseph said Edith will marry the head of Country B. She 

not know anything about what happened in the event yesterday. She supposed Joseph attended the 

event with Edith for introducing Edith as his 

Chapter 175 Has the Gift of Gab 

Herbert sat on the other side of Billy and looked at Kathy with contempt. 

“Kathy, can you understand the discussion on the conference?” 

“I cannot, so I came.” 



“I heard you are preparing the postgraduates’ exam. Kathy, I am your classmate to kindly remind you 

that it is not easy to rid your poor records. Don’t make meaningless efforts.” Herbert was strongly 

aggressive. 

Billy interrupted them, “What poor records are you talking about?” 

Kathy answered, “None of your business.” she would like to talk with neither of them. 

“Kathy, could you please be nice to me?” Billy was not happy with Kathy’s attitude towards him every 

time they met each other. 

“Mr. Hilton, what are you doing?” Kathy said with courtesy, “I do appreciate your help to me. But apart 

from that, we do not know each other very well.” 

She would not like to get involved in Billy’s issues any more. 

Billy said frankly, “My mommy misses you so much. Please come to visit my house when you are 

available.” 

Herbert looked pale in fury and held Billy’s arms, finally said, “Billy, I am your fiancée!” 

Kathy said peacefully, “Mr. Hilton. Did you see your fiancée getting angry? Take care of her. Or she 

would do something to me; I am too innocent to get involved.” 

“Herbert, please. You know we are just friends.” now Billy talked to comfort Herbert. 

Anyway, Herbert stayed unhappy. 

Billy always kept Kathy in his mind; she had to erase Kathy from his mind for being Billy Hilton’s wife. 

Kathy was preparing the exam? She promised to break Kathy’s dream. 

Just now Kathy said, “We are not.” and then moved to sit in the last row. 

The conference finished. When Kathy left the exhibition hall, she saw a black car drove slowly to stop in 

front of her. With the window switching down, there was the good-looking Billy inside. 

“Drop you off?” he smiled. 

unwilling to guess what he was thinking 

came across 

had to stop to ask, 

I will drop 

“I am getting here.” 

said, 

his car left in a high speed. Kathy did not remember what Billy said and on the 

Billy Hilton 



he be in 

meeting him. Reviewing the list in her hands, they would meet the 

are here?” Alexia was some 

the chairback. It looked like he had 

why I am here? HY Group operates under BT Group, frankly, I am managing the 

Fuck! 

help scolding it. She was 

is the biggest distributor. If you could get it, Johnson will 

“But Kathy, are you 

and made a joke, “As you are 

was ready 

said politely, “Mr. Champs, we would not appoint you if not sincere to have 

Kathy was not 

He sat down again. 

new medicine, Peter did not reply immediately, “I have to 

“How long?” Alexia sneered. 

process. She would beat this 

look into the medicine’s market further. Actually, I cannot give you an answer about how 

sure to provide to you. We also made a market research about it and now got a lot of distributors. If you 

wait until we get enough customers 

watched Kathy who was not emotional to say these sharp 

she became so good at negotiation? She had such a gift 

because she married 

turned pale when it 

“So, NCHV Medical Company is powerful on its 

Chapter 176 Why You Like Her 

Back in the office, Peter came up to report to Billy about this week. 

"Have you signed the contract with NCHV Medical?" Billy asked. 



Peter nodded, "The prospects for this new drug of MT Medicine are good, and it will definitely bring 

considerable benefits to BT Group in the future." 

"That was developed by NCHV Medical, so just because Kathy came to talk, you signed it?" 

Billy's tone was a little cold. 

Peter's expression was indifferent, "It has nothing to do with Kathy." 

"Really? What if I disagree?" Billy touched his chin, with a playful smile in his eyes. 

"You are the president, naturally you are the one to make decisions." Peter lowered his head. 

Billy suddenly kicked the chair and walked over, standing in front of Peter, looking at his emotionless 

face, and said jokingly, "Don't be dazzled by beauty, since you have already signed it, then it is a done 

deal. However, if something goes wrong, you have to take responsibility." 

… 

The two of them found a hot pot restaurant for lunch at noon, Alexia couldn't help but ask, "Does Billy 

like you?" 

As a third person, she could see clearly that the way Billy looked at Kathy, was so different. 

Kathy couldn't help but choke, "He has a fiance." 

"Herbert married him to save the family. I guess Billy would not like that bitch." Alexia analyzed. 

"Even if he likes me, I am already married." Kathy said calmly. 

She felt that Billy was interested in her, but she subconsciously resisted. 

"That's true, but Kathy, your love luck this year is really overwhelming. Look, Joseph and Billy both like 

you, but in the past three years, you didn't even have a person who had an eye on you, and you have 

been on so many blind dates without finding the right person." 

The corners of Kathy's mouth twitched… Billy, this is rotten luck, wasn’t it? 

biggest accident in 

my love luck." 

getting along like ordinary couples now, 

relationship with Johnson yet?" Kathy asked with 

party, but this time, the woman next to Johnson was 

so, but I haven't thought about the future. I think, for now I will just live 

love, and she hoped Johnson could give 

him, there always seemed to be more 

… 



Joseph’s Group. 

work these days. She was supposed to be involved in drug research and development before, but 

because 

and 

of new drugs. You can hand it over to the next colleague who will take my 

the back of his chair, his eyes looking towards Edith 

I'm afraid I 

in a low voice, she couldn’t hide the bitterness in 

good person, and the family power is enough to protect you for a 

so, I guess I should 

really sad that Joseph really wanted to 

don't need to say thank you. Grandpa is very happy to know about this. Please go back and see Grandpa 

before you 

and nodded, "Then I will go this 

looked at the schedule, but 

of Joseph's Group together, Edith also packed up 

Edith came back to the house was five years ago. At that time, she hadn't studied abroad, and her 

relationship with 

practicing calligraphy in the study, and he was very happy 

at Matthew's book and couldn't help but 

good as 

can only be, why don’t you give 

you like it, of course I won't be stingy. But if you are gonna get married, I will be 

suddenly brought up, and even his old man was kept in the 

but I don't know 

Chapter 177 Innocence 

"Edith, this is not any of your business." Joseph's face became gloomy. 

"I just want to know what I can’t compare with Kathy. Why can't you look at me… why don’t you like 

me?" Edith's voice turned into a cry. 

Joseph frowned, his eyes floating impatience. He stood up, "Because you are not Kathy." 



His words were cold and unforgiving. 

Kathy. 

This name became a thorn in Edith's heart. 

That night, Joseph was resting in the house. The next day, after sending Edith to the airport, he also 

boarded the flight to City B. 

The night gradually darkened, and the entire sky was covered with a clouds. 

When Kathy and Alexia arrived at the hotel near the sea, the person in charge of the partner company 

had already arrived. 

The other party was a woman in her early twenties, dressed exquisitely and noble, she looked like a rich 

girl, and was covered in luxurious brand names. 

Alexia and Kathy exchanged business cards with her, and the other side glanced at it arrogantly, her face 

very indifferent. 

"Miss Cole, have you read the information I sent you?" Alexia asked. 

Nellie Cole frowned, "I saw it, but could you guys please wait first, I have a friend coming." 

After her words, a familiar figure walked in the door, Herbert wore a simple white suit, stepped on high 

heels, and curly hair draped over her shoulders, she looked enchanting. 

Seeing Kathy and Alexia, she raised her hand and said hello, "Hello, I am Herbert." 

Of course I know you are Herbert! 

couldn't help muttering 

new drug. You studied this major and know more about it than me." Nellie Cole handed 

and there are similar drugs on the market, so there is no advantage." Herbert pretended to analyze 

are so rare that it could be negligible. As for the efficacy, it is the 

information is wrong?" Herbert took a 

and she were classmates. She had just taken over her father's company. She didn’t have 

need to fake it." Alexia 

reputation of NCHV Medical. We have always cooperated frankly. Please pay attention to the 

know the reputation of NCHV Medical, but Miss Kathy, your reputation is not very good, if this was a 

proper company, how could they hire someone like you who 

innocence to you. You shouldn’t slander me without evidence, and your morality 

a dark face, and her aura at the moment was quite 



gracefully, "Slander? This matter has been made public a long time ago. Whatever kind of employees a 

company hires, is represented by them, Nellie Cole, you have to think about 

Cole frowned, 

drug before and wanted to take down the 

sent, I will look at it again." 

with the reputation of NCHV Medical that all the information we provide is absolutely true and there is 

no deception. We 

was a little embarrassed and 

Cole, think about it for yourself, I 

don't do this, my dad 

of this new drug has always 

her things and didn't want 

to add either, Herbert repeatedly wanted 

help cursing when she got out of 

almost complete, if they could also close the deal with this company, it would naturally be icing 

face was still faint, but deep pain spreaded under her eyes, "Alexia, it was because of me that this 

your fault..." Before Alexia finished speaking, Kathy suddenly hugged 

has always been weighing 

go, and if she was to take the postgraduate entrance examination, this was also a hurdle she 

it's okay, this matter can definitely be 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 178 Pay Me Back 

The two of them stayed up almost all night, but the snowball seemed to be getting bigger and bigger as 

it rolled, and the news on the Internet was not suppressed, instead it spread more widely. 

Alexia went to an early meeting with the distributor, and Kathy stayed to deal with the online news. At 

noon, Peter called. 

"Mr. Champs." Kathy remained polite. 

"What's going on with the news about fake drugs on the Internet? Kathy, it happened only after signing 

the contract? I have arranged it with all our sales channels..." Peter's sullen voice came through the 

phone. 

Kathy frowned, "Mr. Champs, the news on the Internet are all made up, please don't listen to rumors..." 



"I need you to explain it to me in person." 

Considering that she signed a contract with Peter, Kathy couldn't refuse. 

The two met in a restaurant, Kathy walked through the door, and a familiar figure came into her view 

not far away. 

Although she could only see him from the back, she knew it was Joseph at a glance. 

Was he here? 

Before Kathy had time to think about having seen Peter, she walked over. 

"Kathy, are you retaliating against me? It hasn't been long since I just became the general manager of BT 

Group. Did you know that selling fake drugs is illegal!" Peter's tone was extremely sulky. 

Kathy's face was gentle, and she handed him the statement issued by NCHV Medical Company today. It 

was completely fiction that MT Medicine is fake medicine. 

"Mr. Champ, you are also sitting in a high position. You should have the ability to distinguish right from 

wrong." Kathy said lightly. 

"This kind of rumor will never come out of nowhere! I now doubt you and NCHV Medical, very much!" 

Peter squinted coldly. 

rights of BT Group. If he made any mistakes, he would probably have no choice but to go to 

make mistakes at any 

always believed these rumors and didn't listen to my explanation, then I guess you 

silent and looked at Kathy closely. He thought he could see her showing weakness, but he 

gradually 

that MT Medicine has such a bad reputation, tell me how I can 

her face, this was indeed the most difficult problem right 

been clarified that MT Medicine was not a counterfeit drug, once the rumors were spread, the public 

would feel resistance, which was not productive to 

you think?" 

want NCHV Medical to give us a 20% profit. This new 

enough to benefit from this 

leaned forward, "Or, I can explain this to the 

Kathy panicked as she looked 

Peter was no longer the Peter she had known before. Negotiating with 

is your largest distributor. If this chain is broken, it 



you want?" Kathy looked at 

have never forgotten you, maybe because the more I couldn’t get you, the more I want you, Kathy, 

face was pale, and 

were showing unabashedly plundering and possessing 

this familiar and yet unfamiliar face, but Peter 

"If you slap me right now, no matter the consequences, I will definitely break 

anger. If he broke 

target, and if BT Group ended the contract, the would failed to 

mean!" It took a long time for Kathy to calm down. In the end, she couldn't face 

was once so close to her, but with time passing, he became a 

is what you forced me to do. Without you, 

heart trembled, Peter 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 179 Planned 

Someone was a step faster than Peter, and Kathy bumped into a familiar figure and her slender waist 

was caught. 

Peter's hand was blocked, and he raised his eyes coldly, Joseph's chilly eyes made him tremble. 

"Mr. Champs, what do you want to do to my wife, hm?" Joseph's voice didn’t contain a hint of 

temperature. 

Peter frowned and took a half step back. After all, he was afraid of Joseph. 

"I don't mean anything else, it's just that Kathy and I have a disagreement on our cooperation. Mr. 

Joseph, you should not mix things up." Peter said coldly. 

"Peter, I won't agree to your request. If you have to break the contract, NCHV Medical will ask for you to 

take the responsibility to the end." When the words fell, she took a step forward. 

Kathy only stopped when she went out the door, and Joseph kept his arms around her. 

She raised her eyes, "Why did you come here..." 

When she saw Joseph just now, she didn't believe her eyes. 

"Because you are here and I am worried." Joseph's voice was gentle and low. 

His voice was calming like the sound of a cello. 

Her heart beat slightly faster, she pursed her mouth, "There is nothing to be worried about" 



"Peter really has the ability to find support for himself, I underestimated him." Joseph frowned. 

During this period of time, he had not been able to track Peter's whereabouts, but he did not expect 

that he was in City B. 

City B is almost dominated by the Hilton family. 

His eyes gradually filled with shades. 

a fake drug is all over the world now. Do you think it has 

this incident happened too suddenly, and just now Peter 

this matter would harm the interests of all distributors in anyway, and Peter was now in the largest 

distributor, 

it." Joseph shook his 

looked at his expression, so did Joseph find 

say anything, Kathy didn't ask 

Kathy knew that Joseph had arrived yesterday already, and that he was staying in the same hotel 

luggage had been moved to Joseph's presidential 

of her, and 

her thin lips twitched 

down to stay with Alexia, I can't leave 

me alone?" Joseph held her in his arms 

blushing, this man seems to be acting like a 

have to speak about work." 

now, she didn’t seem to want to 

wanted to keep a distance 

that you can only stay here during this time. This is an order." 

still hesitating, when the phone rang, 

you kidnapped by aliens?" Alexia's surprised voice came 

gone, and even her bed was 

pig." Kathy couldn't help but 

quickly understood, "Mr Johnson is here? 

is there to worry about..." Kathy was slightly 



wife." Alexia smiled, remembering what happened today, and asked, "What did Peter 

may be terminated." Kathy sat down, the irritability in 

all, they were affected by him, and Kathy's face cooled down thinking of 

intention to terminate the contract. They would rather pay compensation than sell counterfeit drugs. 

Now the 

BT Group terminated the contract, they were afraid 

My Sweetheart 

Chapter 180 Playing with Me 

Kathy picked up the file. It was an investigation on the spread of counterfeit MT Medicine. Herbert 

definitely had something to do with this issue from the exposed information. 

It was her. 

Thinking of Herbert preventing Nellie from signing the contract with NCHV Medical Company three days 

ago, Kathy never expected that Herbert would disclose the information of counterfeit MT Medicine. 

Why did Herbert do that? 

It seemed that Herbert had nothing to do with NCHV Medical Company. 

When Kathy was inattentive, Joseph hung up the phone and sat down beside her. “The news about the 

counterfeit MT Medicine had something to do with Herbert.” 

Kathy turned to look at him with her hands trembling. 

Could it be that Herbert slandered NCHV Medical Company because Herbert didn’t like her? 

Joseph clearly understood her thoughts. He frowned, “It is obvious that this incident cannot be planned 

by Herbert alone. It involved many figures from political and business areas. And Herbert wasn’t able to 

plan all of these with her insufficient background.” 

“Who else did you suspect?” 

“At present, I don’t have sufficient evidence. But, since Herbert is involved in this issue, I will conduct an 

in-depth investigation following this clue.” Joseph squinted his eyes. 

“The Herbert’s group had already been acquired by Hilton Group and Herbert is Billy Hilton’s fiancée. If 

she is not capable, then it can only be that Billy helps her.” Kathy analyzed. 

Joseph said, “You are quite smart.” 

Kathy stared at him. She was smart. 

“Just a guess. But I am afraid that she targeted me.” Kathy clenched her palms. 

“If she dared to target you, then I would let her pay for it,” Joseph said coldly but his words scared 

people. 



Kathy couldn’t tell her feeling deep down. There were too many things involved between her and 

Herbert. Herbert was hostile towards Kathy and it was not just because of Peter Champs. 

They walked outside. It was late and most restaurants in hotels were closed. This wasn’t a bustling 

commercial area. Only some small stalls were still opened. 

Thinking of Joseph’s distinguished status, Kathy was afraid that he wouldn’t sit on the street with her 

and eat. Kathy dared not think about it. 

“It seemed that all restaurants were closed.” Kathy pulled him back. 

what you want,” 

Kathy 

pointed to the barbecue stall on the 

“Are you sure?” 

enough, his face 

and walked into the hotel, he arrogantly held her waist and led her to the barbecue stall to sit 

long legs. He looked so awkward when sitting on the 

be bent, and they almost reached 

pack the food back and eat?” 

“No.” Joseph answered coldly. 

ordered what she loved. Then she handed the menu to 

menu and 

kidney, powder intestine...” The boss 

picked up the 

“I would like 

you like barbecue?” 

very strong, and the smell was very fragrant. He 

across the feet of the boss of 

immediately, clasping Kathy’s wrist, and took 

confused. At this moment, the boss of the store asked, “All the food 

paused and habitually turned out a black credit card from his wallet. The boss of the barbecue stall was 

shocked. He couldn’t help 

immediately found her wallet and handed over the cash to the boss. She took the box 



there was a trash can. As soon as Joseph entered the room, he 

Kathy’s hands shrank 

She was so hungry. 

it away.” Joseph was angry. This time he took the packing box directly from Kathy and threw 

Why did Joseph go with her to the 

do you mean by that?” Kathy 

eat them.” Joseph 

elevator. But Joseph came in 

could eat them, but neither the environment nor the food is clean. You are not allowed to eat these 

roadside stalls in the 

mouth and understood why Joseph 

it was not clean, 

Outside the school, there were many small 

think it’s okay. I am used to 


